
Thales of Miletus 

 

Born: 624 BC  Nationality: Greek 

Died: 546 BC 

Thales was born in the city of Miletus 

around 624 B.C. He was a well- known 

public figure in his day and was one of the 

Seven Sages of Greece. Among his 

accomplishments were, 

Military engineering- he redirected the flow 

of a raging river so that King Croessus's 

army could cross 

Geometry - he found a way of measuring 

the height of the pyramids and the distance 

of ships at sea using triangulation 

Astronomy - in 585 B.C, using his 

knowledge of astronomy he was the first 

man to correctly predict a solar eclipse 

Thales was born in an ancient Greek Ionian 

city, located on the western coast of Asia 

Minor (Turkey).  

 

Thales never married; telling his mother 

that it was too early to marry in his young 

age and later that it was too late when he 

grew old. It is also said that Thales disliked 

the idea of having to worry about children 

but after many years, he was quite eager to 

have a family and so adopted his nephew. 

Thales was interested in almost everything, 

investigating almost all areas of knowledge, 

philosophy, history, science, mathematics, 

engineering, geography, and politics. He 

proposed theories to explain many of the 

events of nature, and the cause of change. 

Thales was much involved in the problems 

of astronomy. He was considered the first to 

explain cosmological events (solar eclipse, 

equinox) by scientific reasoning rather than 

godly intervention or the supernatural. 



Mathematics 

Thale’s Theorem 

In geometry, Thales' theorem states that if 

A, B and C are points on a circle where the 

line AC is a diameter of the circle, then the 

angle ∠ABC is a right angle. 

 

How tall is the tallest building?  

 

That question troubled Thales of Miletus. He 

wanted to measure the largest pyramid in 

Egypt. All the huge pyramids of Egypt are 

more than 4,000 years old. For thousands 

of years they were the tallest, widest 

buildings on Earth. The biggest pyramid, the 

Great Pyramid of Khufu was 481 feet tall. 

But Thales didn’t know that—yet.  

 

Thales decided to discover the height of the 

pyramid by measuring its shadow. This was 

easier and safer than climbing to the top.  

Thales used a stick to answer that question. 

He pushed it partway into the ground so 

that it stood up straight, and he measured 

the height of the stick.  

He reasoned that when the length of the 

stick’s shadow equalled the height of the 

stick, the height of the pyramid would equal 

the length of its shadow. Measuring the 

shadow would be like measuring the height, 

only easier.  

 

 

 

 

 

“The Father of Science” 

Most of the stories of Thales’ life have been 

forgotten. But we do know that he travelled 

a lot, so he probably enjoyed meeting new 

people and seeing new places. We also 

know that Thales loved science, business, 

philosophy, and mathematics. Today, he is 

best remembered as the first of the great 

Greek philosophers and mathematicians.  

 

Quotes 

 

“The most difficult thing in life is to know 

yourself.” 

 

“The past is certain, the future obscure.” 

 


